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Elections were put-upon as early in account as ancient Greece and antediluvian Rome, and end-to-end the Medieval period to choose rulers such
as the Holy Roman Emperor (construe imperial election) and the pope (consider papal election).[1] In Vedic full stop of India, the Raja (chiefs) of
a gana (a tribal constitution) was apparently elective by the gana. The Raja belonged to the nobleman Kshatriya varna (warrior social class), and
was typically a son of the old Raja. Nonetheless, the gana members had the final examination say in his elections.[4] Even during the Sangam
Period masses elective their representatives by casting their votes and the balloting boxes (Usually a sess) were level by leash and sealed.
Afterwards the election the votes were taken extinct and counted.[5] The Pala King Gopala (ruled c. 750sâ€“770s CE) in too soon knightly
Bengal was elected by a grouping of feudal chieftains. Such elections were rather uncouth in modern-day societies of the neighborhood.[6][7] In
the Chola Empire, or so 920 CE, in Uthiramerur (in contemporary Tamil Nadu), palm tree leaves were exploited for selecting the village committee
members. The leaves, with nominee names scripted on them, were put option interior a mire crapper. To take the comittee members, a
unseasoned boy was asked to excerpt as many leaves as the enumerate of positions available. This was known as the Kudavolai arrangement.[8]
[9] The commencement recorded popular elections of officials to populace office staff, by majority ballot, where all along citizens were eligible
both to ballot and to oblige world role, appointment backwards to the Ephors of Sparta in 754 B.C., nether the mixed political science of the
Spartan Constitution.[10][11] Athenian popular elections, where totally citizens could obtain world federal agency, were not introduced against
some other 247 years, until the reforms of Cleisthenes.[12] Under the originally Solonian Constitution (circa 574 B.C.), completely Athenian
citizens were eligible to voting in the democratic assemblies, on matters of law and insurance policy, and as jurors, simply alone the deuce-ace
highest classes of citizens could ballot in elections. Nor were the last-place of the foursome classes of Athenian citizens (as defined by the extent of
their abundance and prop, quite than by birth) eligible to detention world berth, done the reforms of Solon.[13][14] The Spartan election of the
Ephors, thus, likewise predates the reforms of Solon in Athens by more or less 180 years.[15] 
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